1. **2019 Judge Assignment Recommendations**

There was discussion regarding assignments for judges to 2019 international competitions. The following recommendations (originally discussed at the January TC meeting but not yet approved by the Elite Committee) were reviewed, and changes made based on current needs.

**September 18-22 Khabarovsk World Cup (Group 1 Competition, Cat 1 or 2 judges)**
- Trampoline: Konstantin Gulisashvili (Backup: Tatiana Kovaleva)

**October 2-6 Valladolid World Cup (Group 1 & 2 Competition, TRA Cat 1 or 2, TUM / DMT Cat 1-3 judges)**
- Trampoline: Konstantin Gulisashvili (Backup: Tatiana Kovaleva)
- Tumbling: Deanna Hanford
- Double-mini: Crissy LaFollette

**October 2-6 Valladolid Age Group Competition (Group 4 Competition, any category judge)**
- Will be opened to FIG Brevets to attend (self-funded), with the TC making a recommendation to the Elite Committee.
- If there is no interest, World Cup judges will be assigned to both competitions in their assigned World Cup discipline.

**Motion to recommend to the Elite Committee the judges for selection to 2019 international competitions, as above.**
- **Motion:** Jenae
- **Second:** Dante
- **Vote:** unanimous

There was discussion regarding assignments for judges to 2019 World Championships and WAGC. The following recommendations were agreed upon:
World Championships (Group 1 Competition, Cat 1-3 judges)
- Trampoline: Dante Hebert
- Tumbling: Billie Willis
- Double-mini: Jenae Ashbrook

The TC agreed to recommend to the Elite Committee the judges for selection to 2019 World Championships, as above. There was no motion or vote due to recusals from Dante, Billie and Jenae.

WAGC (Group 3 Competition, any category judge)
- Trampoline: Amy McDonald, Kelly Israel (backup Bob Hallwig)
- Tumbling: Billie Willis, Carrie Shaw (backup Bob Hallwig)
- Double-mini: Patti Conner, Josh Williams (backup Bob Hallwig)

Motion to recommend to the Elite Committee the judges for selection to 2019 WAGC, as above.
- Motion: Dante
- Second: Jenae
- Vote: Unanimous

2. Elite Challenge Judges Meeting

There was discussion regarding National Coaches attending the judges meeting at Elite Challenge.

Jacqui and Patti explained that we are looking for greater interaction between coaches and judges, so that everyone has a shared understanding of the national and international direction. The point of the meeting would be to share information from World Championships other international competitions, not to change how judges judge. National coaches would present in partnership with TC members, and any judging discussion that came up would be led by TC members. National Coaches will be briefed as such prior to the competition.

Meeting adjourned at 10:10pm.